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Senior QA Engineer
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Company: TelevisaUnivision

Location: Bogotá

Category: architecture-and-engineering

TelevisaUnivision is the leading Spanish-language media company in the world! We’re

investing in our content, our people, and our properties, which span digital, streaming,

social, audio, linear and live events. We’re growing our offerings, building on the launch of

our successful streaming platform ViX.

TelevisaUnivision’s Streaming team is seeking a Senior QA Engineer who is passionate

about streaming applications, Manual Testing and QA best practices. The Senior QA

Engineer will bring in a strong quality mindset and passion for customer experience to drive

quality of our applications, and provide leadership and guidance to other QA Engineers in

the team. 

YOUR DAY-DAY:

Communicate testing plans and status within the product development organization 

Lead other QA Engineers in test planning, reporting and execution. Mentor more junior

QA Engineers in the team.

Create and execute test plans for streaming apps on multiple platforms including iOS,

Android, Fire TV, Roku, and Smart TVs 

Work with product teams to develop test plans and test cases for new features 

Identify areas suitable for automated testing versus manual. Improve test strategies for

greater efficiency and effectiveness. 

Test ad-supported and subscription services 
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Work in Agile teams, collaborating to understand requirements and deliver features in Agile

sprints 

Execute tests to ensure quality of releases, including running automated tests and performing

manual tests 

Report defects and retest fixes

Verify end-to-end quality of client and back end service releases. Test new releases of

software before and after release to production to ensure the best customer experience 

Maintain a lab of devices

YOU HAVE:

Extensive experience with testing mobile applications and applications for streaming devices

such as Roku or Apple TV 

Minimum 4 years’ experience developing test plans and test cases for applications 

Minimum 4 years’ experience decomposing user stories/requirements to create manual tests

in an Agile environment. 

Able to lead a team of engineers and work independently

Organize and maintain the lab of devices used for testing 

Experience working within a multi-location, international organization 

Strong critical thinking skills. Ability to plan and improve QA process to meet product and

market needs. 

Experience loading builds and taking logs from consumer streaming devices.

Knowledgeable in proxy tools such as Charles Proxy 

Knowledge of QA best practices for Agile releases 

Strong written and verbal communication skills. 

Enthusiastic and energetic with an inherent curiosity to break code. 



Understanding of shift-left test practices and techniques along with the frameworks, and tools

that support it. 

Desired Skills & Experience  

Collaboration: JIRA/ Confluence, Slack and Teams 

Experience with analytics and instrumentation tools such and Segment, Google Analytics,

Conviva 

Experience with testing subscription services and in-app purchases (Apple, Android, etc.)

Experience setting up and maintaining testing devices 

Ability to create or update automation scripts using tools such as Postman, Selenium, JMeter,

or Appium 

Experience verifying data in databases 

Version Control System: Git, GitHub, GitLab

BS in Computer Science or equivalent 

Has knowledge of and actively consumes TelevisaUnivision content, a plus! 

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS

Employment/education will be verified

Applicants must be currently authorized to work on a full-time basis

Apply Now
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